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Executive Summary

Due to the promising hydrogen markets in Europe, Aeirgas Corporation has hired Urbana Consultants to offer hydrogen investment portfolios to expand into France, Italy, Spain, and Portugal. After reviewing a myriad of relevant research on the growing hydrogen feedstock demand market and using H2A models to estimate the costs, we have developed investment recommendations for these four countries dependent on their national climate policy and available infrastructure. In the near term, we encourage Aeirgas corporation to invest in SMR plants with CCS at 90% carbon capture efficiency in France and Italy, a small SMR plant without CCS in Spain, and an alkaline electrolysis plant powered by solar PV in Portugal.

The demand for industrial hydrogen feedstock has tripled since 1975, and we see little reason for this growth to dramatically slow down. Using IEA and FCH data, we created three models to estimate the demand for industrial hydrogen feedstock until 2040. These models each feature a unique characteristic of the factors that have contributed to the growth of the hydrogen feedstock market, and so looking at them together truly shows a complete picture of this market. Thus, we project that by 2040, the industrial hydrogen feedstock market will be sized at 110 - 145 TWh in France, 70 - 100 TWh in Italy, 45 - 65 TWh in Spain, and 8.6 - 11.0 TWh in Portugal.

Using H2A central production analysis software, we have been able to calculate the LCOE of three different forms of hydrogen production. Namely, we did models for an SMR plant without CCS, an SMR plant with CCS, and a plant utilizing alkaline electrolyser technology that is powered by solar PV. As expected, we saw the lowest cost but the highest quantity of CO2 emissions from the grey hydrogen plant that used SMR without CCS. Interestingly, we saw large scale benefits in SMR plants with CCS at 90% carbon capture efficiency, and mega-sized plants were able to effectively compete with grey hydrogen on a cost basis. Moreover, while green hydrogen faced high costs of production using current technology, we discovered that a substantial portion of the green hydrogen LCOE will be reduced by improvements in technology to reduce the price of solar PV electricity. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that green hydrogen will likely be the largest beneficiary of future improvements in technology, and these headwinds seem likely to mitigate a large portion of the risk involved in an investment in such technology.

Given the above cost and demand metrics, we were then able to synthesize this with relevant national climate policies and system-level factors to make our investment portfolio decisions. Countries with greater levels of accommodative hydrogen infrastructure lowered the risk of investing in green hydrogen production for the long-term, which was one of the motivating factors behind our recommendation to invest in an alkaline electrolysis plant powered by solar PV in Portugal.
Lastly, we analyzed the climate impact of our investment portfolio recommendations in our target countries. We determined that the investment portfolio of Portugal would be the most environmentally beneficial by emitting zero carbon emissions throughout its entire lifespan since it took advantage of the surplus in green energy sources available within the country itself. The country that would have the biggest impact on the environment initially is France since it would be pursuing a large SMR plant with CCS for the first 20 years. This has the largest impact due to the sheer volume in which CO2 would be released during those 20 years and the models predict that this volume would be closer to around 40 million kg of CO2. Though the environment will be impacted by this input of CO2 it would be mitigated by the large Carbon tax that the government has placed since the revenue obtained from the Carbon tax would go towards clean energy initiatives. Furthermore, since all our models have an eventual final usage of green hydrogen plants the long term impact on the environment is an overwhelmingly positive and financial incentive.
1. Introduction

In a consulting project for the Aeirgas Corporation, Urbana Consultants have assembled an investment recommendation to assist Aeirgas in expanding into Europe while following the European Union’s net-zero greenhouse gas emission policy by 2050. The goal of this partnership is to better understand the future potential that green and blue hydrogen systems have to grow between 2020 and 2050 and to investigate investment opportunities in target countries of France, Italy, Spain, and Portugal. To achieve this, Urbana Consultants have chosen to focus on what we anticipate the future demand for hydrogen is as well as future cost projections of each type of plant and by region to make a developed recommendation to Aeirgas.

Hydrogen has a relatively new and exciting role to play in the future of a carbon-free energy system. One exciting way for this is hydrogen energy through fuel cells as when burned it gives off heat and water vapor without carbon emissions [1]. It has become apparent that to meet the European Union’s net-zero carbon emission goals, changes must be made as soon as financially reasonable. Due to the eventual environmental requirements from the EU, we must look into new methods for hydrogen production and use.

The implementation of hydrogen has always been focused on its costs compared to other energy sources and the increasing social perspectives on CO2 emissions. The International Energy Agency has advocated for expanding the role of cleaner blue and green hydrogen, despite the cost concerns. Part of this is due to their expectations of the price of producing green hydrogen to drastically decrease soon, which emphasizes the need for investments today. It is predicted that there would be a reduction of 70% of costs in the next decade in the production process of clean green hydrogen [14]. Also, transitioning towards this cleaner source of energy is more streamlined than other low carbon sources; blue hydrogen facilitates a transition from high-carbon to low-carbon through a mix of both, while high carbon infrastructure such as the existing pipelines can be modified or upgraded to accommodate low carbon networks.

This report expands upon the cost aspects of the investment portfolio in grey, blue, and green hydrogen, and demand projections through future outlook in our target countries. Additionally, this report looks at the anticipated future demand for hydrogen by industry, largely focusing on refining and ammonia production. Finally, we chose to look at predicted environmental policy from the French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese governments in addition to EU policy to help get a better picture of a timeframe and the importance of each method of production for future success. In doing so, we can propose ideal investment portfolios to Aeirgas, backed up by analyses of investment attitudes, regulation projections, and the ability to incorporate existing infrastructure into low carbon development.
2. Hydrogen Feedstock Demand and Impact of Climate Policies

2.1. Hydrogen Feedstock Demand Models

As of now, virtually all hydrogen produced is used as feedstock for industries such as ammonia production, oil refining, methanal production, and steel production [3]. These industries have bolstered the demand for hydrogen in previous decades, leading to a threefold increase in demand for industrial hydrogen feedstock compared to 1975. The combination of the high growth expectations of these industries shortly along with the increasing potential to produce cost-efficient clean hydrogen has led to our optimistic growth projections of the demand for industrial hydrogen feedstock up to 2040.

2.1.1 Methodology

To capture the complex nature of hydrogen feedstock demand projections, we have used IEA [4] and Fuel Cells and Hydrogen (FCH) [5] data to create three separate models for demand. For our direct feedstock model, we calculated the current value of the industrial hydrogen feedstock market in the four target countries and projected the industry growth rate in each country based on the country’s GDP growth rate, level of accommodative infrastructure and regulations, and global hydrogen feedstock growth projections. For our industry breakdown model, we used IEA data on relevant industries such as oil refining and ammonia production to project the growth of these industries and then use this information to estimate the demand for industrial hydrogen feedstock. Lastly, for our total hydrogen production model, we used projections for how much hydrogen production is expected to increase over the coming decades and combined that with the proportion of hydrogen we expect to be used for industrial feedstock applications.

2.1.2. Direct Feedstock Model

In the direct feedstock model, we calculated the size of the current industrial hydrogen feedstock market in our four target countries and then projected a future growth rate. This growth rate was calculated through a combination of analyst projections [6], national GDP growth rates [6], and level of supportive infrastructure to support hydrogen transportation and production. For our four target countries, we projected baseline industry growth rates of 2.6% for France, 2.7% for Italy, 2.2% for Spain, and 3.1% for Portugal. After sensitizing our inputs, we projected 2040 industrial feedstock hydrogen demand as 90.07 - 99.29 TWh for France, 67.68 - 74.60 TWh for Italy,
42.76 - 47.16 TWh for Spain, and 8.68 - 9.57 TWh for Portugal. Our base case graphs for the four target countries are depicted in figure 1 below.

*Fig. 1: Baseline Values for the Direct Feedstock Model for all Target Countries*

![Graph of Direct Hydrogen Feedstock Model](image)

### 2.1.3. Industry Breakdown Model

For the industry breakdown model, we analyzed how the global demand for hydrogen feedstock has increased over time in industries such as oil refining and ammonia production. For simplicity’s sake, we split feedstock hydrogen into three categories: feedstock for refining, feedstock for ammonia production, and feedstock for other industries. Note that the largest component of the other category is feedstock from steel production. Given these categories, we used IEA data [15] to estimate the CAGR of the relevant industries from 1975 to 2015. Then, we used the historical CAGR values combined with market growth projections for the industries [18]. This led to us assuming growth rates of 4.5%, 2.7%, and 3.2% for refining, ammonia, and other, respectively. Sensitizing these growth rates, we predicted 2040 industrial hydrogen feedstock demand of 97.80 - 122.52 TWh in France, 72.11 - 90.34 TWh in Italy, 50.12 - 62.79 TWh in Spain, and 8.69 - 10.89 TWh in Portugal. A graphical representation of the model for France is displayed in figure 2.
2.1.4. Total Hydrogen Production Model

Broadly, for the total hydrogen production model, we projected the total production of hydrogen in future years up to 2040 and then calculated what percentage of this demand we expect to be used as an industrial feedstock. To project the total production of hydrogen, we looked at the historical CAGR of 3.5% of hydrogen production from 1975 to 2015 as well as market analyst projections for total production. This led to us projecting a benchmark CAGR of 3.0% from the present to 2040, leading to global hydrogen production of 201.75 million tons of hydrogen produced in 2040. We then used a linear regression model to estimate the percentage of total hydrogen that will be used as industrial feedstock, based on data from the FCH [10]. Note that currently, virtually all hydrogen is used as feedstock, but by 2050 this is expected to decline to 28.1 - 50.1% of total hydrogen production. Thus, our model accounts for this as hydrogen begins to be used as an energy source and for residential heating. This, combined with our expectation for the proportion of feedstock used in our respective target countries to total feedstock offered us a reasonably accurate estimate of industrial hydrogen feedstock demand in 2040. This led to our projections of 2040 demand as 102.43 - 147.54 TWh in France, 75.48 - 108.73 TWh in Italy, 52.58 - 75.75 TWh in Spain, and 8.97 - 12.91 TWh in Portugal.
2.1.5. Analysis & Discussion of Results

The three models that we have created all highlight different aspects of the increasing demand for hydrogen feedstock. The direct feedstock model takes the most direct route by projecting growth for the specified good but may lack the necessary complexity of the other models to show the future production of hydrogen. The industry breakdown model has the highest spread of market demand valuations of the three models, as the model inherently highlights the complicated nature of projecting these different industries. While the baseline estimates for the industry breakdown model are lower than other models, we believe this is due to the possibility of new industries that will begin demanding for hydrogen feedstock that would be exceedingly difficult to project now. Lastly, the total production model shows how global hydrogen production will increase in the coming years, but also how lower percentages of that hydrogen will go to feedstock. Thus, this model is interesting to analyze with our investment recommendations as it projects two complex metrics. Overall, each model has been used for our benchmark hydrogen demand feedstock projections to form an accurate estimate of the growth of this feedstock. The combination of these models for France is shown in figure X, forecasting the demand for hydrogen feedstock in the country in 2040.

*Fig. 3: Hydrogen Feedstock Models for France*
From the three models, we are reasonably confident in the following projections for industrial hydrogen feedstock demand in our four target countries.

**France:** 110 - 145 TWh by 2040  
**Italy:** 70 - 100 TWh by 2040  
**Spain:** 45 - 65 TWh by 2040  
**Portugal:** 8.6 - 11.0 TWh by 2040

### 2.2. Climate Policies and Impact on Demand Projections

#### 2.2.1. Climate Policies of the EU

The European Union is paving the path for climate neutrality by 2050. First introduced in 2019, the Green Deal establishes policy initiatives that aim to help reach this ambitious goal. This Deal addresses three key targets for 2050: no net emissions of greenhouse gases; economic growth is decoupled from resource use, and no person nor place is left behind [3]. To accomplish this, milestone goals have been set for 2030, which include at least 40% cuts in greenhouse gas emissions (from 1990 levels), 32% share for renewable energy, and 32.5% improvement in energy efficiency [2]. With a holistic approach for climate regulation, all member countries of the EU are also a part of the EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), which is a market created to trade a capped amount of greenhouse gas emissions allowances. Unfortunately, our target countries have struggled to implement effective carbon taxation methods. Either the taxing levels are too high/low, they have too many exemptions, or they have inadequate implementation procedures. Although Spain, Italy, France, and Portugal all have the same end goal, their approach to reach climate neutrality differs.

#### 2.2.2. Climate Policies by Country

The Spanish Government drafted a new bill for parliamentary approval outlining a template to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to net-zero by 2050, parallel to the Paris Accord on climate change. To achieve the mid-century goal, “Spain would need first to reduce its 1990 carbon emissions by 23% by the end of the current decade. The country would also need to be more efficient to reduce energy consumption by 35% from current levels and switch to renewable sources to generate all of its electricity by mid-century.” [20] Spanish citizens have the right to receive a return on operation for high-efficiency multigenerational facilities that use renewable fuels/natural gas. This will help Spain improve energy efficiency and reduce emissions in large scale production venues. There is an increasing level of urgency to establish an operation that will be sustainable and financially viable. The Draft Bill for the Sustainable Economy Law is a modern model for the Spanish economy. It is constructed around three central themes:
“improvements to the economic environment, the promotion of competitiveness and the development of sectors working in the fight against climate change.” [3]. The law will better research and development processes by cutting tax percentages for innovative projects.

Italy has had a long history of being pro-renewables and has excelled in “integrating large volumes of variable renewable generation.” From the 2013 National Energy Strategy, optimistic goals were set to reduce energy costs, scale alongside environmental targets, and foster sustainable economic growth. As of 2019, Italy has adopted the “climate decree” as a means of compliance with the EU directive 2008/50/EC, which focuses on “improving air quality, reducing waste, and improving soil quality.” The Italian government is granting 500€ to individuals who choose to do away with inefficient vehicles and use that money to purchase public or electric transport. Each added measure is going to help the nation reach the EU’s goals in the suggested timeframe. Italy’s current obstacle is figuring out a way to increase development in the gas sector.

Since the establishment of the Energy and Climate Change Law 2019, France has laid out clear standards for reaching carbon neutrality. There is a focus set on the simultaneous growth of renewable energy as well as electric vehicles. France has even announced that they plan to eliminate the use of single-use plastics (plastic plates, cups, and cotton swabs) by 2020. By 2025, all single-use plastics will be removed from personal consumption. This is all in hopes of achieving a “circular economy”, where 100% of plastic is recycled. The increasing importance of green earth is not only a priority for bureaucratic agencies but also the people. There is a national carbon tax that brings in around five billion euros of revenue which is allocated to renewable energy research and implementation. Unfortunately, the tax did not have as great of an impact as the leaders had expected. In the first year of its implementation, there was no real effect on curbing emissions. To ensure a better outcome, President Macron planned to further increase the carbon tax by 2022. This was met with a great adversary and the advent of the yellow vests movement. Supporters of this movement believed this increased tax is socially unjust. Since then, the tax has been set at €44.60. The French carbon tax has other issues as well. There are too many methods for loopholes and ways to become exempt from the tax.

Portugal has set ambitious targets for carbon neutrality. By 2030, the nation hopes to implement 80% renewable electricity by 2030 and 100% neutrality by 2050. This will only happen through detailed policy measures. A high priority will be set on market reforms to encourage the financial benefit of solar and wind resources, as well as the capacity to support natural gas. Circa 2009, under the National Energy Efficiency Action Plan, the Program for Electric Mobility in Portugal set “national targets of reducing energy dependence and combating climate change.” This Program encourages the use of electric vehicles, a massive decrease in fossil fuel consumption,
and increases in electric charging stations. The 2008 version of the plan also incentivized energy-efficient companies, building, schools, etc.

2.2.3. Assessment of the Impact of Climate Policies

The demand elasticities for carbon-intensive goods such as energy are highly sensitive to time and geography. Most countries within the EU have struggled to quantify the effectiveness of the carbon tax relative to the production of hydrogen energy. To implement carbon tax policies that encourage companies to switch to hydrogen, the policies must be socially accepted and presented as a way of bettering the economy—not just the environment [19]. There is no evidence that a European carbon tax can succeed in significantly curbing CO₂ emissions. Other policy measures, as well as a societal understanding, must be met. As we are seeing today, the EU is assessing whether or not they should implement a carbon border tax, which would globalize the importance of respecting climate goals [23]. As world leaders begin prioritizing a decrease in carbon emissions, only then will companies seek out hydrogen energy.

3. Levelized Cost Analysis of Hydrogen

Levelized cost is a crucial energy measurement that is frequently used to compare different forms of energy [16]. This measurement uses the discounted costs of producing a form of energy divided by the discounted quantity of hydrogen produced, yielding a fair comparison metric for different forms of hydrogen production. A simplified equation for LCOE is shown below.

\[
\text{LCOE} = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{n} \frac{I_t + M_t + F_t}{(1+r)^t}}{\sum_{t=1}^{n} \frac{E_t}{(1+r)^t}}
\]

In the above equation, \( I \) is investment expenditures, \( M \) is annual O&M costs, \( F \) is annual fuel costs, \( E \) is annual electricity generation, \( r \) is the discount rate, and \( n \) is the length of the life of the system. It is important to note that for our LCOE calculations, we will be following the IEA convention to only include “plant-level” costs and no system-level factors nor the distribution of the produced hydrogen. However, as these factors are relevant for an informed investment decision, we have included these system-level factors in section 4 with our recommendations.
3.1. Methodology

To calculate LCOE, we used the H2A hydrogen central production model from NREL. Initially, we made some minor reforms to allow the reference year to be 2019 and to update some of the relevant input costs from the model’s creation. We used this model, combined with the relevant case studies, research, and recommendations by Aerigas executives, to calculate the LCOE of different hydrogen technologies. These technologies include a grey hydrogen SMR system with a design capacity of approximately 40,000 kg of hydrogen per day, a blue SMR system with CCS that has 40,000 kg/day design capacity and 90% carbon capture efficiency, and a green alkaline electrolysis system that uses 18 stacks to have the same design capacity as the others.

3.1.1. Model Description

The H2A models are used to compare different hydrogen technologies as well as discover the sensitivity of LCOE to different inputs [4]. Given information on relevant inputs such as capital costs, feedstocks, and financial parameters, the model calculates the levelized cost of producing hydrogen and sensitizes for different levels of uncertainty. Thus, this crucial model has proven to be a powerful tool for making informed investment decisions at Aerigas.

3.1.2. Model Assumptions and Parameters

For our LCOE calculations, we generally assumed standard financial parameters as defined by the H2A software. A complete list of these exists in the appendix, but some include 40% equity financing, a 3.7% interest rate on debt, an inflation rate of 1.9%. Along with these, we used adjusted case study data for several inputs [7] as well as research articles that offered cost analysis for hydrogen production plants [5].

For comparability purposes, we had the baseline output capacity of our three cost models be approximately 40,000 kg of hydrogen production per day. However, grey and blue plants see very large benefits from scale, so we assumed a scaling factor exponent of 0.6 for any analysis of the impact of scaling.
3.2. Results

Table 1: Summary of results from H2A. Note that the 90% intervals are determined by a Monte Carlo simulation of the relevant sensitivities by Microsoft Excel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>90% Probability LCOE Range</th>
<th>Total GHG (CO2 eq)</th>
<th>Largest LCOE Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>$1.46 - $1.53 / kg h2</td>
<td>11.305 kg / kg h2</td>
<td>Feedstock (64.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>$3.24 - $3.47 / kg h2</td>
<td>3.001 kg / kg h2</td>
<td>Capital Cost (46.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>$4.59 - $5.20 / kg h2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Feedstock (87.8%),</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1. Technology Comparison

The different sources of hydrogen productions vary most directly in the source of energy used to split hydrogen from its initial components. The small modular reactor uses steam reformation techniques to separate methane efficiently by combining the exothermic chemical reaction to power the endothermic chemical reaction [12]. Given this, we saw a 72.1% production process energy efficiency for blue and grey hydrogen.

The CCS system in the blue hydrogen model manifests itself in two ways in our LCOE model compared to the grey hydrogen model: increased capital cost for the plant to capture carbon and increased variable operating expenses for this unit to operate. Thus, we saw higher LCOE for blue hydrogen relative to grey hydrogen by a considerable amount. However, there are two important caveats to this LCOE metric that allow us to still believe that blue hydrogen has great potential. Firstly, an SMR plant with CCS at 90% carbon capture efficiency produces 3.001 kg of CO2 equivalent per kilogram hydrogen produced, compared to 11.305 kg CO2 equivalent for an SMR plant without CCS. Thus, it is far more climate-friendly and avoids more risk of climate regulation and carbon taxes that may adversely impact the grey hydrogen investment. Given the climate policy discussions that we brought up earlier, we feel that grey hydrogen in these European nations includes much more risk than blue hydrogen as a result of uncertainty over future EU climate policies. Secondly, the SMR plant with CCS has 46.9% of its LCOE contributed by its capital cost -- its most significant contribution, and a clear indicator that it will benefit from scale.
Uniquely, alkaline electrolysis plants can function by deriving all of its energy sources from renewable energy sources that are not harmful to the earth. Currently, the most cost-efficient renewable energy sources available in the market are solar panels and wind power. The energy that runs through green hydrogen plants has zero CO2 impact, meaning that it bears almost no impact from future climate policy changes in our target countries. Moreover, as renewable technology continues to accelerate at a rapid rate and hydrogen energy shows to be an increasingly promising source of future energy, our investment will benefit from powerful tailwinds as a result of this improved technology. The same cannot as easily be said of plants that produce grey hydrogen.

3.2.2. Impact of Scaling

In both grey and blue hydrogen, there is a significant improvement in the cost-efficiency of the technology at scale. As shown in figure 4, as plants increase in their production capacity, they realize strong scale benefits in the form of lower LCOE. For a mega-sized SMR plant with 90% carbon capture efficiency, the LCOE is $1.40 per kg hydrogen, a vast improvement over our baseline blue hydrogen LCOE of $3.35. In the case of a grey hydrogen SMR plant, there is only a 19.9% drop in LCOE from our base case to the mega-sized plant. This is not surprising, as SMR plants with CCS have larger capital costs than SMR plants without CCS, and these larger capital costs lead to increased cost-benefit from scale.

Figure 4: Scale Benefits of Blue Hydrogen Production
3.3.3. Impact of Future Technological Developments

While we did calculate considerably higher LCOEs for alkaline electrolysis than other forms of energy, it is important to note that this calculation makes fairly modest projections of future developments in renewable electricity. Utility-scale solar facilities have historically outperformed their goals and market expectations, and further development in this technology will have a massive impact on the LCOE of green hydrogen. Given that a stunning 87.7% of the solar-powered alkaline electrolysis LCOE is contributed to its cost if solar meets a 0.03 price goal by 2030 the LCOE will be at $2.14 which is very significant. Though it will be less efficient than the SMR at that scale the plus side is that there will be zero emissions at that state and the corresponding cost reduction associated with not having to pay a carbon tax.

4. Hydrogen Investment Portfolio, System-Level, and Sitting Factors, and Climate Impact

Given our projections for the hydrogen feedstock demand market and our LCOE cost analysis of the different forms of hydrogen production, we recommend that Aegirgas invests in the following hydrogen investment portfolios. A concise summary of the specific costs and summary is listed below in Table 2.

**France:** Invest in a **large SMR plant with CCS now**, and invest in several **alkaline electrolysis plants powered by solar PV within 20 years**

**Italy:** Invest in a **moderate-sized SMR plant with CCS now**, and invest in several **alkaline electrolysis plants powered by solar PV within 20 years**

**Spain:** Invest in a **small SMR plant without CCS now**, and invest in either **blue or green hydrogen plants** dependent on several factors within 20 years

**Portugal:** Invest in a **moderate-sized alkaline electrolysis plant power by solar PV now**, and expand on this investment with other green hydrogen plants in the next 20 years
4.1 Hydrogen Investment in France

French gas network operators have previously put forward suggestions on transitioning towards hydrogen using existing pipelines, without much progress [17]. However, France is one of the forefront countries endorsing a transition to clean green hydrogen. Developments made in hydrogen infrastructure primarily focus on transportation, with multiple hydrogen refueling stations situated across France for hydrogen-powered vehicles [11]. Looking at a study submitted to the International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, it was found that trucks are more economical compared to developing new or upgrading existing pipelines, especially with low demand and/or in the short-term [1]. Also, the reluctance of both the government and the public in investing in such developments may be concerning to penetrating this market, especially since Aeirgas is not in the hydrogen fuel cell industry.

We propose that France approach its need for hydrogen energy with the introduction of a blue hydrogen plant that is used in the short term to develop initial infrastructure for the country and continue increasing overall hydrogen usage. Aeirgas needs to begin with this blue plant and begin as soon as the financial resources are ready. The risk of the investment is significantly lower than any other country analyzed with the lowest cost per kilogram of 1.45 $/kg h2 making it a very financially sound investment. France has a high carbon tax at around €44.6, which is detrimental since the output of carbon dioxide in the large SMR plant is high but this cost is offset by the creation of a green hydrogen plant in 20 years. France is one of the most active countries in Europe about climate policy. This means that hydrogen has the potential to become a much larger industry within the nation. While the French government strongly supports the development of green hydrogen we think Aeirgas should wait longer before developing green plants. Because of the extreme costs associated with green hydrogen production compared to blue hydrogen production, it is a wiser choice to build blue plants in the short term while more research into green hydrogen production can take place as well as likely decreases in the high costs related to green hydrogen. Taking a slower approach to hydrogen production by starting
with blue plants opposed to green gives Aeirgas the ability to quickly gain market share as well as more experience in hydrogen production allowing for a better transition to green hydrogen compared to the competition when the time to change due to European and French policy comes into effect.

4.2. Hydrogen Investment in Italy

The potential for hydrogen piggybacking in existing natural gas pipelines is greatest in Italy. Snam is an Italian public company in the energy infrastructure industry. In just this company alone, there are over 41,000 km of pipelines in the gas transmission network, with 70% of them capable of transporting both natural gas and hydrogen. The incorporation of hydrogen into Italy’s gas network was the result of the development of the NovaLT, a hybrid hydrogen turbine that can be implemented into existing gas pipelines. This publicly developed technology is part of an effort following the European Union’s Hydrogen Strategy and also a good representation of the country's attitude towards climate regulation and goals. It is very plausible to assume the full incorporation of this technology in all Italian pipelines for the transport of hydrogen into all the appropriate industries, including those of Aeirgas. The NovaLT directly bypasses most of the physical infrastructure changes, such as a material upgrade, needed when fully converting a natural gas pipeline to a pure hydrogen network [9].

We feel that the best course of action for Aeirgas in Italy is to begin the production of Blue hydrogen production plants over the next several years to transition from blue to green around 2050. Italy has a relatively low cost for $/kg h2 of 1.62$ but has an output of over 1 million kg of CO2 which would cause additional carbon taxes to cut into revenue. Our reasons for this are largely based on Italy’s pre-existing infrastructure with over 41,000 km of pipeline able to transport the gas. In addition to Italy’s infrastructure, the country is also very open to increased regulation and is committed to trying to reach the European Union’s goal of zero net carbon emissions by 2050, benefiting the climate through incorporation. Due to the high costs of Green hydrogen, we feel that Aeirgas should devote resources to Blue hydrogen plants in the short term. This allows for larger plants that have a longer expected working lifetime. This time that Blue plants are active allows for further infrastructure development in Italy as well as for costs in Green hydrogen to decrease further. We hope that by Aeirgas getting in on Blue hydrogen plants now, they will be able to take over a lot of market shares as well as be better positioned financially and by experience to make the eventual jump to Green hydrogen.

Italy does not have a specific carbon tax as of yet. However, with the consensus that carbon taxes are to be implemented and/or increased over the next few years, a carbon tax would affect the short-term production costs of blue hydrogen to some extent, depending on the price elasticity of hydrogen, which is unpredictable.
4.3. Hydrogen Investment in Spain

Despite the regulations set that favor the cleaner hydrogen feedstock, there is very little willingness to invest. Amidst the pragmatism by some companies in Spain, citing cost issues, there are some factors to take note of when considering Spain’s market potential [21]. Spain’s gas provider Enagás has begun diving into the transitioning concerns that involve existing gas pipelines, with small scale tests and injections underway in light of a partnership. However, it is unlikely to say if this attitude will continue. Following a recent net-zero carbon goal, it is estimated that there will be a rough 200 billion euro investment throughout a net couple of decades for low carbon infrastructure [29].

Penetrating the market in Spain would benefit most from a small-scale development of grey hydrogen plants. The cost is relatively low, at $1.50/kg of h2 due to the cheapness of grey hydrogen, but it should be noted that there is a moderate level of risk due to the uncertainty of hydrogen feedstock transmission and demand in Spain. In the future, there is potential for further expansion of Aeirgas’ market share as well as improvements in carbon responsibility through transitions towards blue hydrogen, should there be financial feasibility. It should be noted that while there is a favorable attitude towards hydrogen, it is to the extent that the costs justify a social carbon responsibility. Thus, while grey hydrogen may not be very clean, it is a great way to establish oneself in the market and transition into cleaner hydrogen once more transmission infrastructure is set up and/or further attitude or regulatory changes occur. Unlike the other countries analyzed, Spain is not optimal for proliferation.

There are very few short-term benefits to the climate with this portfolio. However, with the anticipation of increased demand for hydrogen both worldwide and in Spain, stakeholders can see this as establishing the foundations for blue and green hydrogen production a couple of decades down the line. Thus, the low output compared to the high emissions can be seen as a long-term investment. Spain has been criticized for having one of the worst carbon tax policies, at a €15/ CO2-ton while only taxing fluorinated gases [2]. Thus, these taxes would not influence an investment decision in grey hydrogen much, unless future changes to it drastically affect the cost, which may be very likely.

4.4. Hydrogen Investment in Portugal

Introducing hydrogen transmission networks into Portugal using existing infrastructure has much greater potential with almost all current gas pipelines already made of polyethylene [30]. Portugal’s grid mix comprises of hydro (13.4 TWh), wind (12.5 TWh), coal (11.1 TWh), natural gas (10.1 TWh), biomass (2.8 TWh), solar (0.8 TWh) and geothermal (0.2 TWh), with a total of,
as well as the ever-growing social responsibility for greener sources, 5.7 TWh [26]. There is a
great abundance of renewable energy, which furthermore emphasizes the capabilities of
developing sustainable green hydrogen in Portugal when factoring in the cost. In addition, this is
in line with the national climate goals (EN-H2) set by the government in early 2020 that signified
a 7 billion euro investment for a reduction of natural gas imports [28].

While it may seem ambitious, the analysis of costs, as well as the ever-growing social
responsibility for greener sources, suggests that green hydrogen models are most ideal in both
the short-term and long term. While the cost seems relatively high, at $4.79/kg of h2, a realistic
comparison of costs compared to using grey or blue hydrogen may not be in line with the
overarching cost analysis done above. Pursuing green hydrogen plants for the continuous future
is an ideal mix of being an economically and environmentally efficient method available. There
already remains an abundance of green sources of renewable energy, as seen in the grid mix, thus
incorporating grey hydrogen loses meaning. The large investment budget would help offset the
larger cost of creating a green hydrogen plant initially but is economically feasible. Portugal
follows the rest of the EU with its carbon tax policy of Euro 7 placed on every tonne of carbon
dioxide emitted. The investment portfolio of starting and only pursuing green hydrogen plants is
in the best interest of the investors because the savings from zero carbon emissions and positive
impact on the environment would be noticeably increased in comparison to the blue and grey
hydrogen models.
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6. Appendix

Operating and financing assumptions and parameters for blue hydrogen baseline case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List of Assumptions and Parameters for Blue Hydrogen Baseline Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating Capacity Factor (%)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plant Design Capacity (kg of H2/day)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assumed start-up year</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length of Construction Period (years)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% of Capital Spent in 1st Year of Construction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% of Capital Spent in 2nd Year of Construction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% of Capital Spent in 3rd Year of Construction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Start-up Time (years)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plant life (years)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depreciation Schedule Length (years)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Depreciation Type</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% Equity Financing</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Grey hydrogen model case

**Feedstock Consumption (% of baseline)**
(95%, 100%, 105%)

**Operating Capacity Factor**
(95%, 90%, 86%)

**Total Capital Investment**
($47,310K, $49,800K, $52,290K)

**After-tax Real IRR**
(8%, 8%, 3%)

**Plant Design Capacity (kg of H2/day)**
(41,926, 39,930, 37,933)

**Total Fixed Operating Cost**
($1,459K, $1,535K, $1,612K)

**Utilities Consumption (% of baseline)**
(95%, 100%, 105%)

---

Blue hydrogen model base case

**Operating Capacity Factor**
(95%, 90%, 86%)

**Plant Design Capacity (kg of H2/day)**
(41,927, 39,930, 37,934)

**Total Capital Investment**
($201,139K, $211,725K, $222,312K)

**Feedstock Consumption (% of baseline)**
(95%, 100%, 105%)

**After-tax Real IRR**
(8%, 8%, 3%)

**Total Fixed Operating Cost**
($4,535K, $4,774K, $5,013K)

**Utilities Consumption (% of baseline)**
(95%, 100%, 105%)

---

Green hydrogen model base case
Feedstock Consumption (% of baseline) (90%, 100%, 110%)
Total Capital Investment ($32,462K, $38,190K, $43,919K)
Total Fixed Operating Cost ($3,083K, $3,245K, $3,407K)
Plant Design Capacity (kg of H2/day) (40,770, 38,828, 36,837)
After-tax Real IRR (8%, 8%, 3%)
Utilities Consumption (% of baseline) (95%, 100%, 105%)
Operating Capacity Factor (88%, 84%, 80%)